### Test Description

**openQA test in scenario opensuse-Tumbleweed-DVD-ppc64le-boot_to_snapshot@ppc64le fails in first_boot within the grub screen. There is no display of timeout anymore so that apparently stopped but the job does not go on.**

**Reproducible**

Fails since (at least) Build 20170926 (current job)

**Expected result**

Last good: 20170924 (or more recent)

**Further details**

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

---

**History**

`#1 - 2019-12-02 15:06 - SLindoMansilla`
- Subject changed from [opensuse][ppc64le]test in first_boot, stuck in grub screen to [opensuse][u] test fails in first_boot - stuck in grub screen

I suppose we can reuse this ticket: https://openqa.suse.de/tests/3647779#step/first_boot/1

`#2 - 2020-01-20 09:47 - SLindoMansilla`
- Status changed from New to Rejected
- Assignee set to SLindoMansilla
- Target version set to Milestone 30

Reproducers are cleaned up. Assuming duplicate of #60548